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Congresswoman Jennifer McClellan Visits 
VSU Center For Entrepreneurship

https://youtu.be/PTq7YxOy-qU


QUESTIONS?



Office of Alumni Engagement Update

Franklin Johnson-Norwood
Director of Alumni Engagement  

September 14, 2023



Quote from an Alumni Thelma Wyatt 
I received my book over a week ago, and I just cannot put it down! I want to share it with a friend, but I have not been able to 

part with it yet! I am so thankful that I participated in this project. Again, I applaud all who made this happen!
"Where there is no vision, the people perish." Proverbs 29:18. KJV Kudos to those who had the vision, and to those who 

brought it to fruition! We have a TREASURE for our children, grandchildren, and future generations

• We reached out to 28,274 alumni.
• We had 3,999 of them respond to us via 

phone and/or online. 
• We collected 2,734 stories and published 778 

in the book while the others were included in 
the digital publication. 

Oral History Project



Battle of the States 2023



Case Study: Shardaé Holmes 

“Anatomy of an Alumni Gift” 

• Shardaé wanted sow seeds for the future she 
established the STUDENTS IN STEM ENDOWED 
SCHOLARSHIP FUND . The endowment was 
established with an initial gift of $10,000. This need 
based scholarship shall be awarded to a Junior or 
Senior majoring in STEM.

• Shardaé also wanted to create a scholarship that 
would have an immediate impact. Thus she 
established to the SHARDAÉ N. HOLMES ANNUAL 
SCHOLARSHIP FUND with an initial gift of $5,000. 
This merit based scholarship of $500 to a Junior or 
Senior majoring in Biology.



Our Plan to Engage the Alumni Community 
in the Comprehensive  Campaign

-Ensuring our alumni understand, embrace and see 
themselves in the Case for Support 

-Reinforcing our relationship with alumni 
-Encouraging peer-to-peer engagement 

- Offering alumni recognition opportunities 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Creating a compelling case for support Our case for support is one of the most important tools for our entire capital campaign. It explains the campaign’s purpose, the positive impact it will have, and the amount of money that you’re seeking to raise. Your case tells the story and lays out the argument for why your campaign is important and worth supporting. Our alums understand,  embrace and see themselves in our case for support. Reinforcing our relationship with alumni Our communications with alumni are anchored in their unique relationship with VSU. As part of our communication plan, we will create messaging guidelines to use when talking with alums. This guide should describe the emotional connections we seek to tap into and outline the specific language we will use when engaging with our alums. We have been brainstorming a list of unique traditions, landmarks, and other things that set VSU school apart so that we can feature them in your messages. Encouraging peer to peer engagement (like the tailgate at NSU!) VSU has fostered a community of alumni over the years—thus we will infuse our campaign with that sense of community by encouraging alums to interact with each other. Organizations of all sizes rely on peer-to-peer engagement techniques for two key reasons: they can lessen our team’s workload, and they provide powerful social connections. When we see loved ones and respected colleagues publicly supporting a cause or project, we’re naturally inclined to give it our attention. For our comprehensive campaign, this added visibility can help drive more engagement and reach new donors.For example, we may ask alumni and alumni chapters to:Personally introduce your team to other alums or potential donorsHost or co-host events to engage other top prospects and explain the campaignServe as campaign “ambassadors” to help spread the word, host events, and more as part of a more formal volunteer roleParticipate in online peer-to-peer fundraising campaigns during the public phaseShare our social media posts and contribute to “share your memories” content campaigns during phases of the campaign Offer alumni recognition opportunities Campaigns open up plenty of opportunities for recognizing alumni donors. And for many alums, leaving a lasting legacy at VSU could be an important motivator to engage with and contribute to the campaign. �Prominent naming opportunitiesDonor recognition wallsPlaques on benches, sculptures, or other installationsExclusive donor eventsShoutouts in institution publications and newsletters



Official Alumni Homecoming Events



Office of Institutional Advancement
September 14, 2023



VIRGINIA STATE UNIVERSITY
“Preeminence with Purpose”

Institutional Advancement Priorities 
PRIORITY 4: DEFINE THE VSU BRAND AND TO TELL 

OUR STORY 

PRIORITY 5: DIVERSIFY FINANCIAL RESOURCES 
AND ENHANCE OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
VIRGINIA STATE UNIVERSITYTonya  “Preeminence with Purpose”Institutional Advancement Priorities PRIORITY 4: DEFINE THE VSU BRAND AND TO TELL OUR STORY PRIORITY 5: DIVERSIFY FINANCIAL RESOURCES AND ENHANCE OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SourceTotal Gifts2016-2017 Virginia State University Annual Report on Gifts and Contributions2017$2,471,289.582017-2018 Virginia State University Annual Report on Gifts and Contributions2018$3,107,155.252020 Annual Report on Gifts and Contributions2019$3,335,783.452020 Annual Report on Gifts and Contributions2020$2,620,446.022021-2022 Annual and Endowment Report2021$3,797,444.942021-2022 Annual and Endowment Report2022$4,976,673.03IA Update as of June 30 2023 as of 7-8-23_ (002).doc2023$6,261,327.58









solicited

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What is a Comprehensive Campaign?Comprehensive campaigns bundle annual fund goals over several years with extraordinary fundraising needs, such as capital or endowment support.While this approach to major gifts fundraising may not be as familiar and therefore may require more coordination and consistency in your messaging, there are many benefits:Since donors are typically solicited just once for a multi-year gift, you’ll have more time for stewardship and donor engagement;The opportunity to make the case for increasing unrestricted gifts to build infrastructure, or respond to unique challenges and opportunities in your environment;Your entire universe of donors will be included in the campaign effort – everyone’s gift counts.Greater volunteer participation and leadership -- these campaigns can appeal to a wider audience.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://apnews.com/article/hbcu-philanthropy-corporate-donation-900fe45a9db7c63ba51a563b20be385f  McKenzie Scott Effect HBCU’s delivered HBCUs given a second look HBCU buoyed by the gift have gained confidence at started making bigger corporate asks. Their employees keep asking for it. 
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